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Abstract 
This paper examines the place of the English language in 
manpower development in Nigeria, it points out that English has 
always occupied a pride of place in the production of skilled and 
unskilled workforce in Nigeria starting from the time of colonial 
rule to the present time. Since English is the lingua franca in 
Nigeria -a multi-lingual nation-, it is the vehicle of instruction in 
all institutions of learning and other specialized schools established 
mainly for the training of skilled manpower. The paper suggests 
that the teaching of English language registers should be 
emphasized in such schools. The paper notes that those labour laws, 
codes of conduct and conditions of service are couched in the 
English language. It is only when workers, especially labour 
leaders, and their employers have a good command of the English 
language that they can read, understand, and abide by the these 
documents. In this way labour unrest, usually attributed to breakdown 
in communication between workers and their employers, will be 
minimized in Nigeria. 

Introduction 
The English Language is Nigeria's official language and its place in manpower 

development cannot be overstressed. Right from the early colonial days to date, English has been a 
sine qua non in the development of manpower in Nigeria, It is not only the medium of instruction 
in most of the training schools for skilled manpower but also one of the major subjects taught in 
those schools. 

What is Manpower? According to BBC English Dictionary -"People refer to workers as 
manpower when considering them as means of producing goods". The dictionary also defines a 
worker as "a person employed in an industry or business who has no responsibility for managing 
it". Manpower seems to be synonymous with workforce which means "all the people who work in a 
particular place, industry, or organization". Therefore, manpower development is the process of 
making people acquire or train skills needed for different types of work. It is the process of making 
people employable. 

English and Manpower Development in Early Colonial and Missionary Days 
When Nigeria became a colony of the British Empire, the colonial masters needed 

indigenous hands to help them to run the new colony. In the same way, the early missionaries 
could not effectively carry out their work of evangelization without the help of local manpower 
-catechists, interpreters, stewards, gardeners, cooks and so on. The urgently needed indigenous 
manpower must, first of all, have a smattering of English before they could be useful to cither 
the colonial administration or the missionaries. This fact is elaborated by Baldeh (1990:3-2) thus: 

The implantation, acceptance, and role of English in the body 
politic of Nigeria started with it being adopted as the channel of 
instruction in 1882 and a vehicle for training of badly-needed 
manpower to run the fledgling government services. Thus, more 
menial clerical officers, clerks, accounting assistants, messenger, 
interpreters, etc. were hurriedly trained. For these, the English 
Language was a sine qua non. 

No wonder, any citizen who was able to speak and understand basic English instantly 
became the favorite of the officials of the British colonial administration and the church. These 
interpreters particularly became powerful and popular among the largely illiterate citizens who 
admired the former with awe. The popular Igbo TV comedy entitled "1CHEO3CU" which when 
translated means "PARROT", vividly illustrates how powerful and corrupt these interpreters, 



armed with a little knowledge of English, could be. For instance, the protagonist of the play 
-ICHEOKU -was an interpreter (Lomaji Ugorji) a funny man who was given to misinformation and 
misinterpretation, thus cashing in on, and enriching himself from, the ignorance of the local 
litigants which cases 'Were brought before the white District Officer. Despite his shortcomings, the 
interpreter was useful-to his boss (the District Officer) as a link between the latter and his illiterate 
subjects. 

The above story illustrates the importance of interpreters among the workforce needed 
by (he colonial administrators and early missionaries in Nigeria. These interpreters had to learn basic 
English to enable them to carry out their duties effectively. 

English and Manpower for Government in Post Colonial Nigeria 
We may refer to the post-colonial period as the period starting from Nigeria's independence in 

1960 up until the present time. The period has witnessed various democratic and military regimes. Each of 
these regimes, being conscious of the problems associated with the multi-lingual nature of Nigeria, has 
always accorded English its pride of place as the country's lingua franca and the language of 
governance. To generate, especially the intermediate and high-level manpower needed to move the country 
forward, various public and private universities and other tertiary institutions -polytechnics, 
monotechnics, and colleges of education -have been established. A pass or credit in English at SSCE, 
NECO or GCE 'O! Level is one of the compulsory general requirements for admission into any of these 
institutions. Apart from this, admitted students, irrespective of their respective areas of specialization, 
must take and pass .some General Studies English courses aimed at making them more proficient in 
English which is also the language of instruction from the senior primary school level to the university. 
The graduates of these and other institutions abroad usually constitute the Nigerian elite. According to 
Jowitt (1995:54): 

And it is true that, in the period since independence, as in the colonial 
period, the Nigerian elite, as narrowly defined (government ministers, senior 
civil servants, army officers, high court judges, academics, leading 
businessmen, senior media executives, etc,), can be characterized by the use 
of English by its members, especially for communication among • 
themselves, and by their native speakers like competence in it. Hence, 
almost since the beginning of colonial rule up to the present, it has always 
been true that, for the purpose of ultimately gaining admission to this elite, 
.proficiency in English has been valued more than proficiency in any 
indigenous language. 

The 'Federal Government has accorded official status to three Nigerian languages, namely, 
Hausa, Igbo, and Yoruba, but English has continued to be the country's lingua franca., language of law, 
language of government, language of commerce, language of inter_ and intra-ethnic communication 
and so on. Perhaps, it is for this reason that 'the country's constitution demands that candidates for elective 
positions such as those of councilors, local government chairmen, state legislators, governors, federal 
legislators, senators and the president, must. be educated to a certain level before they are qualified to vie 
for such position of leadership. In other words, proficiency in English is required of them. 

English and the Nigerian Professionals 
The Nigerian professionals include those who have specialized in various fields of human 

endeavour and disciplines such as medicine, law, engineering, teaching, journalism, architecture, 
surveying, nursing, computer science, priesthood, etc. It is arguable that these professionals are a part of 
the country's manpower or human resources. For them, English is a sine qua non. Their type of English is 
not just the type a knowledge of which enables one to pass an examination in reading or writing stories, 
essays and letters. According to Anowor (1991:17): 

But such knowledge of English is clearly inadequate today. This is because 
the reason, for studying English has now gone beyond being capable of 
passing an examination in reading and writing of stories and letters. Today, 
we need the type of English which will enable us to understand people when 
they speak or write in the English peculiar to different disciplines and 
professionals. 



 

At the secondary and tertiary levels of1 education, emphasis should now be shifted to the teaching 
of English for special or specific purposes. Put in another way, students should be made to study English 
Language registers -varieties of English peculiar to various disciplines and professions-Earlier exposure to 
such specialized knowledge of English may even influence the student's career choice. For instance, a 
secondary school student who is not only good in writing argumentative essays but also participates actively in 
school debates and has also learnt a lot of expressions or phrases associated with court proceedings, is 
mostly likely to be interested in choosing law as his future] profession. A thorough teaching of English 
Language registers, therefore, paves the way for informed! and wise career choices and may be regarded as 
one of the first steps in manpower development! Success in one's profession is partially hinged one one's 
ability to use the English peculiar to one's I profession in addition to everyday English usage. 

English and Junior-Level. Skilled Manpower 
A skilled someone'has the knowledge and ability to do something well. In order to produce skilled, 

junior-level manpower. Federal and State governments as well as non-governmental organizations have 
established training schools; technical colleges, skills acquisition centres, and trade centres. Even some, 
government establishments such as Nigeria Railway Corporation have built training schools for their staff. 
Students who are biased in technical subjects arc admitted into these institutions directly after their primary six 
or after their junior secondary school. There they lean: various .trades such as carpentry, mason work, motor 
vehicle mechanics, electrical installation, technical drawing, basket and mat making, barbing, plumbing, 
etc. Although emphasis is laid on psycho-motor skills during their training, yet these trainees are required to 
have a working knowledge of English which is also a vehicle for their training. Since English is the language 
of instruction in Nigeria, these trainees are required to take a course in basic English. Moreover, their trade 
test examinations are conducted in English. Members of management of such training schools are advised not 
to make the trainees see English as just a mere appendage to their main courses but an important subject 
capable of making them happier at their trade or occupation later after graduation. A technician who is 
able to discuss fluently in English with his customers or employers will never suffer from inferiority complex. 

English and Industrial Relations in Nigeria 
Manpower development is incomplete or defective if nothing is put in place to ensure good industrial 

relations and peace in Nigeria. The disagreement between workers and employers in the country is sometimes 
rooted in the communicating gap existing between both parties. A lot of man-hours.are lost as a result of 
incessant strikes or labour unrest owing to English is essential for workers of all grades, especially for labour 
leaders, as well as employers. They should be able to read, interpret and abide by the labour laws, code of 
conduct, and conditions of service. These, of course, are couched in English and it is only a person who has 
a good command of English that can read and understand them. In fact, industrial relations and other issues in 
manpower development should be one of the compulsory courses in every institution established an 
industrial arbitration court in a country where industrial peace reigns because the workers and their 
employers communicate effectively and cordially with, and can understand the feeling of, one another. 

Recommendations 
This paper recommends as follows: 

i. That a thorough teaching and learning of varieties of English particularly the English language 
registers in secondary schools will not only lead to informed and wise career choices but is also a 
commendable preliminary step in manpower development. 

ii.  That industrial relations and other labour issues should be included in the manpower development 
curricula in Nigeria. 

Conclusion 
In conclusion, this paper has examined the place of English in manpower development starting from the 
colonial era to the present time. English has always played a major role in training of required workers. It is 
the medium of instruction as well as a subject of study. English is also a yardstick for entry into the 
Nigerian elite. 
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